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Dear Mr. Byford:
On June 20, 2018, at approximately 3 :30 p.m., a large section of the ceiling at the
Borough Hall Station (Station) on the 0,9 Line in Brooklyn collapsed onto the northbound
platform and tracks (the Collapse). Most of the fallen debris consisted of plaster-covered terra
cotta tiles, which had been installed on the ceiling's structural concrete for aesthetic purposes.
Fortunately, no one was seriously injured. Our review of the Collapse found serious flaws in
New York City Transit's (NYC Transit) underground structural inspections.
We provided a draft report of our findings and recommendations to NYC Transit on
August 7, 2019. In your letter dated October 10, 2019, on behalf of the agency, you indicated
acceptance of all of the report's recommendations. Your response to each of our
recommendations is incorporated below in this final report.
I. EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY
In the morning after the June 2018 Collapse at Borough Hall, the Office of the MTA
Inspector General (OIG) launched a review to determine the cause. 1 We learned that NYC
Transit first became aware of defects in the Station's terra cotta ceiling tiles nearly two years
earlier, during an inspection in October 2016, and later confirmed the defects' existence in
subsequent annual inspections. However, NYC Transit's inspectors and engineers mistakenly
thought that the condition was not sufficiently risky to require referral for prompt repair.
1

In past years, the OIG audited various aspects of NYC Transit's structural inspection process.
See MTA/OIG Report #2010-05, Improving Inspections o[NYC Transit Stations (collapse of
arched brick ceiling and other critical station components), and MTA/OIG Report #2012-11,
Improving Structural Inspections at MTA New York Cin• Transit (failure to inspect critical
support structures on a regular and timely basis).
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Maintenance of Way (MOW) Engineering is the NYC Transit unit responsible for
inspecting most subway structures (including this ceiling) to ensure their safety and operational
readiness. As discussed more fully below, our findings demonstrate that:
•

MOW Engineering lacks the knowledge to reliably assess defects in terra cotta, which is
also present in 13 other stations.

•

MOW Engineering incorrectly evaluated the condition of the ceiling even after the June
2018 Collapse, as debris continued to fall from the ceiling in July and September of that
year. The Chief Engineering Officer eventually conceded that “sound-and-tap,” the
method MOW Engineering used for assessing that condition, was not an effective testing
tool for terra cotta ceilings.

•

MOW Engineering failed to identify and report conditions elsewhere underground that
also required timely action and could have created safety concerns.

•

Additionally, MOW Engineering’s lack of knowledge and resulting delays in seeking
repair further resulted in the otherwise unnecessary installation of a “temporary
protective shield” covering the entire Station (platforms and track areas) at what proved
to be an exorbitant cost of $8.3 million.

•

In our previous audits, we found that MOW Engineering was unfamiliar with other
relatively unusual structures, such as arched brick ceilings and suspended ceilings.^ For
example, in our 2010 report on a ceiling collapse at the 181®* Street Station on the O
Line, we found that MOW Engineering personnel’s insufficient knowledge of arched
brick ceilings delayed needed repairs, allowing that collapse to occur. Subsequently, the
agency agreed to our report recommendation for specialty consultants to assist MOW
Engineering with assessments of unusual structures and materials. However, we learned
during our current audit that MOW Engineering is still reluctant to use such specialty
consultants.

We make several recommendations to address these concerns with MOW Engineering’s
inspection program.

See footnote 1.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. MOW Engineering inspeetors, maintenanee supervisors, and engineers should be trained
to identify and document non-typical types of construction and materials found during
inspections.
2. MOW Engineering personnel conducting inspections should be required to disclose when
they are not able to provide an accurate assessment of any type of construction or
material, particularly non-steel and non-concrete structures. In such cases, MOW
Engineering should use outside consultants with specialized training to assess the
condition of the non-standard construction or material.
3. MOW Engineering periodically should review a report to identify instances of severe
corrosion across three consecutive structural columns or beams that might meet the
criteria for an Immediate Action (lA) condition.
4. MOW Engineering should assess how quickly any newly identified LA defects need to be
repaired, arrange for their timely repair, track these lA defects in a list or database, and
monitor the progress of the repairs to ensure their timely completion.
II. BACKGROUND
A. MOW Engineering Conducts Regular Inspections
MOW Engineering is responsible for annually inspecting most subway structures to
ensure their safety and operational readiness. This unit conducts annual inspections of stations
and line structures, such as underground tunnels, bridges, retaining walls, and elevated structures
supporting tracks. Although inspections in underground stations and tunnels focus primarily on
structural steel and concrete, inspectors are responsible for examining all structural elements
within the area under review.
Specifically, inspectors look for cracks and corrosion in the steel components of a
structure and for loose, cracked, or deteriorated concrete. Conditions indicating structural
deficiency are labeled “defects” in the inspection report. MOW Engineering’s Structural
Inspection Policy Instruction (Policy Instruction) defines the eonditions representing defects of
various types and deseribes the rating system for classifying the severity of these defects.
B. Enhanced Inspections are Conducted when Capital Work is Planned
Within MOW Engineering’s imderground-structure inspection group, supervising
engineers direct and oversee four inspection teams, each comprising of one maintenance
supervisor and four inspectors. However, MOW Engineering managers told us that when a
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station is scheduled for a capital rehabilitation project, MOW Engineering sends one or more
supervising engineers, rather than the usual team, to perform an enhanced annual stractural
inspection. The purpose of these more detailed inspections, aside from conducting the usual
inspection for defects, is to provide NYC Transit’s Capital Program Management Department
(CPM) with the most complete, accurate, and up-to-date defect list possible so that CPM can
identify the appropriate scope for the rehabilitation project.
III. FINDINGS
A. MOW Engineering Lacks the Ability to Reliably Assess Defects in Terra Cotta
The majority of NYC Transit’s underground subway system is constructed of steel and
concrete. While MOW Engineering personnel are generally familiar with these materials, we
found that at all levels of the unit, staff members are unfamiliar with less commonly used
materials, such as terra cotta. In our previous audits, we also found that MOW Engineering was
unfamiliar with relatively unusual sfructures such as arched brick ceilings and suspended
ceilings.^
1. MOW Engineering Misjudged the Condition of the Ceiling During Inspections
Nearly two years before the Collapse, on October 24, 2016, two MOW Engineering
supervising engineers conducted an “enhanced” annual inspection of the Borough Hall Station in
preparation for an upcoming station renewal project (now scheduled for 2021, as we discuss
below). During this inspection, one of the engineers first identified a defect, which the engineer
labeled on the defect reporting sheet as “Terra Cotta spalled. Missing 6 [feet] x 7 [feet],” and
indicated that this condition was a minor to moderate defect that did not require prompt repair.''
An office-based engineer then added the item to MOW Engineering’s defect database, according
to standard practice. MOW Engineering took no further steps to study the stmcture or to
expedite repairs of the ceiling section. However, the supervising engineers did not have
sufficient understanding of the properties of terra cotta to adequately assess the risk posed by the
defect and should have recommended prompt reinspection by a professional with the requisite
expertise.
Subsequent visual inspections of the Station in March 2017 and January 2018, performed
as part of the standard annual inspection program, again without the requisite expertise, merely
confirmed the existence of this defect but took no action to repair it. Clearly, with respect to the
terra cotta, MOW Engineering did not adequately perform either the standard or enhanced
inspection.
^ See footnote 1.
Spalling is when chips or fragments are breaking off of a larger solid body made of material
such as concrete or terra cotta.
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The supervising engineers who conducted the 2016 enhanced annual inspection admitted
to us that they had only limited experience with terra cotta and found it more challenging to rate
terra cotta defects than to rate defects in steel or concrete. The maintenance supervisor who
oversaw the follow-up annual inspections told us that he and his inspectors treated terra cotta as
if it were concrete, though he conceded that the Policy Instruction’s criteria for identifying
concrete defects do not clearly apply to those in terra cotta. The maintenance supervisor also
stated that he never received guidance or training on how to assess terra cotta. All three
individuals told us that the defect at Borough Hall did not seem likely to cause a failure in the
near term. However, given their lack of knowledge and experience regarding the construction
material involved, the responsibility for properly evaluating the risk should have been transferred
to others better qualified to assess it, which likely would have resulted in a timely and less-costly
repair and avoided a dangerous collapse.

Borough Hall Station, Following the June 20,2018 Ceiling Collapse
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2. MOW Engineering Misjudged the Condition of the Ceiling Again after the Collapse
About one week after the Collapse, MOW Engineering managers told us that MOW
inspection and maintenance staff were in the process of performing two rounds of “sound-andtap” testing of the Station’s entire ceiling, which contained terra cotta. As described below, even
though this testing technique is designed for inspecting concrete in structures, it is not clearly
established as a proper technique for inspecting terra cotta.
In July 2018, about five weeks after the initial Collapse, additional terra cotta fell fi'om
the Station’s ceiling. Nevertheless, the following month, MOW Engineering management told
us that despite the new instance of failure, they believed that sound-and-tap testing had, in fact,
removed any remaining loose debris at the Station that represented a potential danger. They
added that inspectors would continue sound-and-tap testing at the Station every three to four
weeks as a precautionary measure.
However, terra cotta tiles fell at other locations along the Station platform in September
2018, outside of materials released by the sound-and-tap testing. We also learned that MOW
Engineering had intensified its monitoring effort and had started to perform sound-and-tap
testing every week. In addition, MOW Engineering engaged a consulting firm, which already
was under contract with CPM, to assist MOW Engineering in surveying stations to identify those
with terra cotta ceiling tiles and recommend ways to assess their conditions accurately and
address defects effectively. (As of late July 2019, the consultants were still performing field
tests and had not yet provided guidance for assessing and addressing terra cotta defects.)
3. A State ofEmergency Called to Expedite Action
On October 2, 2018, as a result of the repeated collapses, NYC Transit declared an
emergency, which allowed the agency to expedite the standard procurement process. Using a
CPM contract for on-call emergency construction services, the agency invited all seven pre
authorized firms to bid on installation of a “temporary protective shield” covering the entire
Station (platforms and track areas). Only one firm submitted a bid to do the work, and NYC
Transit awarded the contract to that firm on October 15, at a cost of $8.3 million - over 100
percent higher than the agency’s internal estimate for the planned work. This exorbitant cost was
driven both by the urgency of the problem and the need to select a company that was ready to
immediately do the work. Thus, MOW Engineering personnel’s lack of knowledge and the
resulting delays in seeking repair contributed to the need for this high-cost emergency action.
Notably, all of the MOW Engineering personnel we spoke with—including the Chief
Engineering Officer, managers, and supervisors—^told us they were generally unfamiliar with
terra cotta. The Policy Instruction, which provides detailed instructions for how to spot and
classify steel and concrete defects, does not contain a single mention of terra cotta or how to
assess the condition of the material. MOW Engineering managers also told us that inspectors are
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not trained on how to identify terra cotta or assess its condition. They acknowledged that the
same is true for many other unusual materials—^that is, materials other than steel or concrete. As
of late April 2019, further evidencing this unfamiliarity with terra cotta, MOW Engineering
personnel were still unsure of the exact cause of the Collapse in June 2018.
Additionally, the Chief Engineering Officer eventually conceded that sound-and-tap
testing was not an effective testing tool for terra cotta ceilings.
B. MOW Engineering Did Not Know Which Stations Have Terra Cotta Ceilings
At the time of the Collapse in the Borough Hall Station, MOW Engineering had no
inventory of the subway stations containing terra cotta ceiling tiles in their construction. As
noted above, only after the Collapse did MOW Engineering hire a consulting firm with an oncall contract with CPM to work alongside the agency’s in-house forces to survey stations and
create a system-wide inventory. MOW Engineering and its consultants identified 13 additional
stations as having terra cotta ceiling tiles in their construction.
During the course of this audit, MOW Engineering managers had their structural defect
tracking database modified to note the existence of terra cotta and certain other uncommon
materials and their locations. This alerts inspectors to the presence of unusual materials before
an inspection. In another positive development, MOW Engineering management also issued to
all managers, supervising engineers, inspectors, and maintenance supervisors an instruction
bulletin that identifies which stations have terra cotta ceiling tiles and describes how to assess
terra cotta defects. Further, MOW Engineering managers directed inspectors and maintenance
supervisors to report to their supervising engineers any terra cotta conditions that they are unsure
how to assess, and do so within one day of identifying the condition.
C. NYC Transit Failed to Act on OIG’s 2010 Recommendation
Unfamiliarity with relatively unusual structures and conditions are not new phenomena at
NYC Transit. In MTA/OIG Report #2010-05, Improving Inspections ofNYC Transit Stations.
we foimd that MOW Engineering and CPM lacked knowledge of arched brick ceilings. For ten
years, NYC Transit was aware of significant defects in such a ceiling at the 181®* Street Station
on the O Line in Manhattan but failed to act before the structure collapsed on August 16, 2009.
In our 2010 report, we recommended that CPM’s specialty consultants assist MOW engineers
with assessments of unusual structures and situations. In its formal response to our 2010 audit
report, NYC Transit agreed with our recommendation.
During our current audit, when we asked MOW Engineering management if they have
access to and use these specialty consultants, they told us they generally do not because the
process for doing so is too “cumbersome.” To say the least, we do not find this to be a sufficient
rationale for the agency’s inaction. MOW Engineering management should have addressed the
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reportedly “cumbersome” process of using CPM specialty consultant contracts either by working
with CPM to streamline the process or by establishing contracts specifically for MOW
Engineering’s purposes.
D. MOW Engineering Missed Some Conditions that Required Timely Action
The conditions at Borough Hall were never prioritized, in part because defects were not
classified as requiring prompt attention. MOW Engineering primarily uses a General
Classification System to rate the potential risk of an underground structural defect to the safe
operation of the subway. This classification system was developed internally and is defined in
MOW Engineering’s Structural Inspection Policy Instruction, Section VIII, part B.
Defects believed to be at risk of failure are assigned the highest priority level, Immediate
Action (LA), which means that a supervising engineer needs to respond as soon as possible to
assess the time fi'ame for repair. The Policy Instruction outlines three conditions that would
cause a defect or set of defects to be rated lA. As described to us by MOW Engineering
management, the first two types of lA conditions tend to be extreme, obvious structural defects
that could clearly put the structure at risk of failure or eause a safety hazard in the very near term.
In contrast, the third type of lA condition requires the assessment of an identified pattern of
defects:
Any structural steel column or beam with 75% or more corrosion of the total
cross-sectional area in the critical zone for 3 or more consecutive hays in any
direction.
Given the serious risk that lA defects pose, inspectors are required to immediately report
the lA condition to a supervising engineer for assessment and confirmation. The Policy
Instruction requires that: (1) MOW Engineering managers immediately report the location of any
confirmed lA condition to the appropriate maintenance general superintendent; and (2) the
defects must either be repaired or “shored” within 24 hours. The Policy Instruction also allows
for the suspension of train service or the imposition of train speed restrictions if the lA condition
warrants such action.
1. OIG Identified Previously Unknown Locations Requiring Immediate Action
In November 2018, we analyzed all reported underground defects to look for conditions
that met the third lA condition: severe corrosion across three consecutive structural columns or
beams. Our analysis found 15 such sets of defects that were not identified as lA conditions by
MOW Engineering. When we asked MOW Engineering managers for their input, they informed
us that 6 of the 15 sets of defects involved non-struetural steel and therefore clearly did not meet
the lA criteria. After re-inspecting the remaining 9 sets of defects, however, MOW Engineering
determined that 5 of the 9 sets of structural defects did, in fact, meet the lA criteria. The other 4
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of the 9 sets of defects did not technically meet the lA standard. While these managers
ultimately concluded that none of these defects posed an immediate threat of failure, MOW
Engineering managers prioritized the repair of 8 sets of defects: the 5 sets they conceded
required Immediate Action and 3 other sets they determined should be attended to more quickly
than originally planned, even though they did not technically meet the lA standard. As of July
2019, NYC Transit had completed repairs on 4 of the 5 LA conditions and 2 of the 3 non-IA
conditions. The agency was either repairing or actively planning to repair the remaining LA and
non-IA sets of defects.
2. MOW Engineering Needs to Improve its Identification oflA Conditions
In response to our finding, MOW Engineering managers conceded that the inspectors
should have recognized that the conditions they observed in those 5 locations met the lA
definition and required immediate reporting. To address this deficiency, management re
instructed inspectors to look for and report conditions meeting the LA criteria. MOW
Engineering also revised the defect reporting sheet: Inspectors now must respond Yes or No to a
prompt asking if they found any lA conditions during their inspection.
While we are encouraged by the constructive steps MOW Engineering has taken since we
made it aware of these conditions, the unit would further benefit from generating a report on a
regular basis to look for consecutive defects that might meet the LA criteria. All of the data the
OIG used to conduct this analysis is readily available to MOW Engineering management.
Further, we learned during our audit that MOW Engineering had not been maintaining a list or
database of lA conditions, leaving management unable to easily identify delays in the repair
proeess. Going forward, the unit needs to regularly track and arrange for the repair of any newly
identified LA conditions.
E. MOW Engineering has a Flan for Improved Interim Inspections at Borough Hall
Station
During the course of this audit, NYC Transit postponed the start date of the Borough Hall
Station renewal project fi'om Summer 2019 to December 2021, in order to incorporate ADA
accessibility into the project scope. In light of this delay, we asked MOW Engineering managers
how they would conduct the required annual visual inspections of the ceiling during the
additional two years that the temporary shield will obstruct it.^ The managers initially told us
they planned only to inspect the shield’s underside, where any staining or water damage would
indicate a potentially significant defect in the ceiling above the shield. We informed MOW
Engineering management that we were troubled by this relatively passive approach.

^ The requirement for the annual inspection appears in MOW Engineering’s Structural
Inspection Policy Instruction, Section VI, part C.
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In a positive development apparently motivated by our concern, we learned that MOW
Engineering now plans to conduct more thorough inspections of the Borough Hall Station
ceiling. Specifically, by protocol, MOW engineers will accompany the contractors on their
periodic visits to maintain the shield and will instruct contractor personnel to remove some
panels firom the shielding under areas where MOW Engineering has identified active leaks. This
protocol will allow the engineers to evaluate the ceiling’s condition directly. MOW Engineering
management assured us that the engineers would perform this evaluation at least once per year
and more often as needed. We consider this an improved approach and encourage NYC Transit
to continue developing methods to ensure the safety and integrity of its underground subway
structures.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. MOW Engineering inspectors, maintenance supervisors, and engineers should be trained
to identify and document non-typical types of construction and materials found during
inspections.
Agency Response:
Agreed. NYC Transit’s response explained that MOW Engineering is improving its
formal training program as follows:
•

“Specific practices with respect to uncommon construction materials will be
incorporated into training sessions beginning in the fourth quarter of 2019. ”

•

“A positive compliance directive was issued on 9/13/19 to all engineering
personnel involved in the inspection process to pay special attention to ceilings at
all 13 stations with terra cotta imbedded in the ceiling cover. ... The directive
details procedures to be followed when inspection personnel encounter structures,
construction types, materials, configurations or other conditions that they are
unable to assess using the Structural Inspection Policy Instruction or their own
experience and expertise. ”

In addition, “Compliance with the new Policy Instruction will be monitored through
newly initiated quarterly internal audits performed by MOW Engineering to visually
reinspect areas ofNYCT structure recently inspected by the Structural Inspections
Group. These audits will commence in the fourth quarter of2019 and will ensure
adherence to the new instructions and provide a quality control check on the accuracy of
defect reporting. ”
MOW Engineering personnel conducting inspections should be required to disclose when
they are not able to provide an accurate assessment of any type of construction or
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material, particularly non-steel and non-concrete structures. In such cases, MOW
Engineering should use outside consultants with specialized training to assess the
condition of the non-standard construction or material.
Agency Response:
Agreed. MOW Engineering is detailing procedures to be followed when inspectors are
not able to provide an accurate assessment of non-standard construction material and
that would allow for timely referral to supervision/mahagementfor follow-up.
In addition, “MOW Engineering is working with CPM to expedite access to consultant
experts when unusual or unfamiliar construction details are encountered that require
evaluation ofstructural integrity that MOW and CPM staffcannot provide. ”
3. MOW Engineering periodically should review a report to identify instances of severe
corrosion across three consecutive structural columns or beams that might meet the
criteria for an Immediate Action condition.
Agency Response:
Agreed. “MOW Engineering is currently in the process of transitioning its structural
inspection databases into the [enterprise asset management] EAM Infor format, which
will bolster current database capabilities. One such enhancement will be a ‘three-in-arow' defect identification report that will automatically elevate the priority of these
defects to immediate action. ”
4. MOW Engineering should assess how quickly any newly identified Immediate Action
(lA) defects need to be repaired, arrange for their timely repair, track these lA defects in a
list or database, and monitor the progress of the repairs to ensure their timely completion.
Agency Response:
Agreed. “MOW Engineering personnel performing inspections have been instructed to
call the MOW Control Desk immediately upon finding an lA condition. This will ensure
a timeline is establishedfor the identification and remediation of the condition. MOW
Engineering will begin to report on [the] status ofany reported lA conditions in a
monthly Structural Defect Summary Report that will be provided to the Vice President
and ChiefMaintenance Officer, and the ChiefInfrastructure Officer. Long term, there
are plans to include subway inspection findings in the [enterprise asset management]
EAM Infor system, which will provide a combined timeline of both inspection and repair
activities which willfacilitate scheduling and compliance with time limits. ”
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As always, we appreciate the courtesy and cooperation afforded to us at all times by you
and your staff. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call me or Executive Deputy
Inspector General Elizabeth Keating at (212) 878-0022.
Very truly yours.

Carolyn Pokomy

